Program integrity solutions
created by program integrity people

THE CLARITY OF AI

Introducing a powerful platform that simplifies your workflows.
Gain insights, make better decisions, and work smarter with RIViR. RIViR brings your
risk identification, visualization, and resolution efforts together into a single, easy-touse solution that streamlines workflows. With RIViR, you can pull data from disparate
sources—including on-premise and off-premise—into one data stream that populates
multiple data sets. Then follow the flow of data to efficiently identify, visualize,
and resolve fraud. RIViR’s advanced AI, machine learning, predictive modeling, and

“

RIViR provides a modern
technology solution that
adapts to your unique needs,
backed by the knowledge of
subject matter experts with
real-world experience in
program integrity.”
—Will Mapp, III, Chief Technology Officer

THE WISDOM
OF EXPERIENCE

Built by experts with roots in program integrity.
RIViR combines the right technology backed by the right people. Our team of
200 subject matter experts, analyze data, discover potential vulnerabilities,
and recommend courses of action to mitigate risk. With 82 data and claims
analysts, 12 PhD data scientists, and more than 100 skilled fraud investigators,
we can address all aspects of these risks—potential or confirmed—and

proprietary Nerdy Algorithms™ modernize your program integrity operations.

provide meaningful solutions.
Strengthening program operations and improving performance require a

RI

Risk Identification

Expose risks before they
become problems.

The Risk Identification module
gives you access to Qlarant’s
proprietary Nerdy Algorithms™—
configurable, customizable libraries
of risk factors—that analyze your
data for potential FWA.

Vi

Visualization
Bring your data
to life.

The Visualization module
provides quick, easy-to-view
summaries of each program’s
status. Charts, maps, and
graphics uncover patterns in the
data to pinpoint potential risks.

R

Resolution
Take action—
confidently

The Resolution module translates
your information into guided
workflows, identifies courses of
action, and prioritizes tasks—helping
you make clearer decisions and work
more effectively and efficiently.

strategic mindset, critical thinking, and a passion for program integrity.
RIViR brings together the industry’s most advanced data analytics and artificial
intelligence with 45 years of hands-on experience and expertise in fraud,
waste, and abuse. RIViR offers this unique combination of “street smarts”
and leading-edge technology.

“

I understand the challenges faced
by program integrity leaders—I’ve
been there. Our human intelligence
turbocharges RIViR’s artificial
intelligence and that’s what sets
us apart.”
—Holly Pu, Vice President, New Product Development

RIViR FITS YOUR
WORKFLOW
Chart your way with RIViR.

We work with you to assess your requirements, and then put
together a solution that precisely fits the way your program works—
so you get everything you need and nothing that you don’t.
• Data Hosting: Host at your site, offsite, or on Qlarant’s servers.
• Algorithms: Use our Nerd Herd™ library of algorithms or your own.
We can also generate custome algorithms or AI models based on
your reuqirements.
• Access/Licenses: Only pay for the roles you need. Roles can be
tailored to the technical literacy of your users.
• Training: We offer training onsite at your organization, offsite, or
at any location that’s most convenient for you. A one-time, 8-hour
in-person basic training session and user manual is
included in your license agreement. Customized or virtual training
are also available.
• Support/Help Desk: Three levels of support are available
depending on your needs.
• Consulting & Professional Services: Our expertise is
available on demand. Whether you need an on-loan data
scientist, technical expertise for data integration, software
engineers for troubleshooting, or subject matter experts to better
understand policy implications, our professionals are standing
by to support your organization.

“

We have combined the ‘book smarts’
of AI and our analysts with the ‘street
smarts’ of our investigators to create
one beast of a program integrity tool.
Unleash the beast! ”

—Ronald G. Forsythe, Jr, PhD, Chief Executive Officer

